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Abstract— Satellite networks are going to play an impor-
tant role in the global information infrastructure. Satellites
can be used to provide Internet services to fixed users and
to mobile users. However, recent measurements show that
the satellite link efficiency is only about 30%. In order
to improve the performance of Internet over satellite, a
new protocol called Receiver Window Backpressure Pro-
tocol (RWBP) is proposed. RWBP uses per-flow queuing,
round robin scheduling and receiver window backpressure
for congestion management. Simulation results show that
RWBP can maintain high utilization of the satellite link
and improve fairness among the competing connections.
I. INTRODUCTION
Satellites can be used to provide Internet services
to fixed users and to mobile users (Figure 1). About
ninety five percent of the Internet traffic is TCP traffic.
TCP works well in terrestrial networks. However, TCP
performance degrades dramatically in satellite networks.
Recent measurements show that the satellite link effi-
ciency is only about 30% [1]. There are at least four
aspects that cause the low efficiency:
First, the round trip time (RTT) is very large in satellite
networks. The round trip time (RTT) in geo-synchronous
orbit (GEO) satellite networks is about 500ms. The time
taken by TCP slow start to reach the satellite bandwidth
(SatBW) is about RTT*log2(SatBW*RTT) when every
TCP segment is acknowledged [16]. For a connection
with large RTT, it spends a long time in slow start before
reaching the available bandwidth. For short transfers,
they could be finished in slow start, which obviously
does not use the bandwidth efficiently. Some researchers
propose to use a larger initial window [3] up to about
4K bytes rather than one maximum segment size (MSS)
for slow start. So files less than 4K bytes can finish their
transfers in one RTT rather than 2 or 3 RTTs. Another
proposal [10] is to cancel the delayed acknowledgement















Fig. 1. Direct to user satellite networks (star topology)
edged and the sender can increase its congestion window
(CWND) more quickly.
Second, Satellite channel is noisier than fiber channel.
Bit error rates (BER) of the order of 10−6 are often ob-
served [12]. Under the bad weather or when the terminals
are mobile, bit error rates can be even higher. Because
TCP treats all losses as congestion in the network, this
kind of link layer corruption can cause TCP to drop its
window to a small size and lead to poor performance.
Third, congestion could happen in the return chan-
nel. The forward channel bandwidth from the satellite
gateway to the ground terminals is much larger than
the return channel bandwidth [4]. Most of the time, the
users download data from the Internet and the return
channel is used to transfer TCP ACKs. When the return
channel traffic load is greater than its bandwidth, con-
gestion could happen. The congestion in return channel
may cause poor performance in the forward channel
because TCP uses ACKs to clock out data. In the best
case, the ACKs are not lost, but queued, waiting for
available bandwidth. This has a direct consequence on
the retransmission timer and slows down the dynamics of
TCP window. To alleviate this problem, ACK filtering [6]
is proposed to drop the ACKs in the front of the IP queue
by taking advantage of the cumulative acknowledgement
strategy in TCP.
Lastly, the satellite link is shared by the TCP traffic
and high priority traffic. Usually the satellite network
operators provide both Internet services and other ser-
vices such as multicasting video or audio. Because of
the higher revenue brought by the multicating traffic,
it is given a higher priority. The leftover bandwidth is
used by TCP traffic. To achieve high utilization of the
satellite link, TCP traffic has to adapt its sending rate to
fill in the leftover bandwidth. This problem has not been
addressed in the literature. Usually what is assumed is
that the satellite link is used exclusively by TCP traffic.
In addition to the low efficiency, the satellite networks
lack an effective fairness control scheme. The fairness
control policy of a real satellite network is total usage
based [18]. If the total amount of data downloaded by a
user exceeds a certain threshold for an extended period
of time, the user’s throughput could be throttled for
several hours. Although this scheme can prevent abusive
consumption of bandwidth by a small number of users,
the time scale it operates on is too large and it cannot
adapt to the traffic arrival pattern on small time scales.
Internet over satellite is more expensive than its terres-
trial alternatives. In oder to provide competitive Internet
services over satellite, a Receiver Window Backpressure
Protocol (RWBP) is proposed to improve the perfor-
mance in term of both efficiency and fairness in satellite
networks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II describes the system model of the satellite networks.
Section III presents the congestion control, error control,
buffer allocation and management in RWBP. Section
IV gives the simulation results. Section V relates our
work to other proposed schemes for improving TCP
performance over satellite links. Finally, Section VI
concludes this paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
TCP connections in satellite networks need large win-
dows to fully utilize the available bandwidth. However it
takes much longer for satellite TCP connections than for
terrestrial TCP connections to reach the target window
size because of the long propagation delay and the
slow start algorithm in TCP. And the multiplicative de-
crease strategy makes the hard gained TCP window very
vulnerable to congestion. The misinterpretation of link
layer corruption as congestion makes this situation even
worse. In the best case, the packet loss does not cause
timeout and TCP can stay in congestion avoidance phase
rather than in slow start, the additive increase strategy
makes the window to grow very slowly. Therefore TCP
performance over satellite degrades dramatically.
Because the feedback information of the satellite net-
works is either delayed too long or too noisy, end-to-end
schemes cannot solve these problems very effectively
[12][11]. An alternative to end-to-end schemes is to keep
the large window of packets in the network such as at
the proxies between the satellite and terrestrial networks.
Considering the interoperability issue, we adopts the
connection splitting based scheme [18][5][7][12] which
is currently used in the industry, and we design a new
protocol for reliable data transfer over the satellite link.
In the network as shown in Figure 1, an end-to-end
TCP connection is split into three connections at the
proxies. The first one is set up between the server and the
upstream proxy; the second is from upstream proxy to
downstream proxy; and the third is from the downstream
proxy to the client. Upstream proxy sends premature
acknowledgements to the server and takes responsibility
to relay all the acknowledged packets to the downstream
proxy. Downstream proxy relays the packets to the
client the same way as the upstream proxy relays the
packets. Normal TCP is used for the server-proxy and
proxy-client connections. Receiver Window Backpres-
sure Protocol (RWBP) is designed for the proxy-proxy
connection to transfer data over the satellite link. RWBP
has newly designed congestion control and error control
algorithms, which can achieve high utilization of the
satellite link and improve fairness among competing
connections.
A. Queuing Model at the Satellite Gateway
The satellite gateway and the very small aperture
terminals (VSAT) are connected to the local proxies
(Figure 1) through high-speed links whose bandwidth
is much larger than the satellite link bandwidth. There-
fore between the upstream and downstream proxies, the
satellite link is the bottleneck link. The satellite link is
used to transfer TCP traffic as well as multicasting video
or audio traffic. At the satellite gateway, we assume that
a high priority queue is used for multicasting traffic and
a low priority queue is used for TCP traffic. These two
queues are link layer queues at the terrestrial-satellite
output interface (Figure 2).
B. Queuing Model at the Proxies
For a normal router, only those packets waiting for
transmission are buffered in the IP output queue. How-
ever, the proxies have to buffer the packets waiting for
transmission as well as those packets that have been
High priority queue
Low priority queue
Downstream Proxy Upstream Satellite Gateway Upstream Proxy
TCP Send Buffer RWBP Receive buffer
IP Layer
RWBP Send Buffer TCP Receive buffer
IP Layer
Fig. 2. Queuing model for the satellite gateway and proxies. Flow control is done between downstream proxy and upstream proxy, and
between satellite gateway and upstream proxy. It is also done between link layer and the IP layer, between the IP layer and transport layer,
and inside transport layer.
transmitted but not acknowledged. A normal router keeps
all the packets in a FIFO queue while the proxies have
a queue for each connection. From Figure 2, we can see
that the input queues at IP layer and link layer should be
almost always empty if we assume that the processing
rate is not the bottleneck. Therefore the possible queuing
points at the proxies are transport layer receive/send
buffer, IP output queue and link layer output queue.
III. RECEIVER WINDOW BACKPRESSURE PROTOCOL
Receiver window backpressure protocol (RWBP) is
based on TCP with newly designed congestion control
and error control algorithms. Although TCP congestion
control algorithms can achieve network stability and
fairness among TCP connections in terrestrial networks,
it is not efficient and effective in satellite networks. Be-
sides the inefficient congestion control algorithms, TCP
windowing scheme ties the congestion control and error
control together and errors can stop the window from
sliding until they are recovered. The above observations
motivate us to decouple error control from congestion
control in TCP first and then design more efficient and
effective congestion and error control schemes with the
specific characteristics of satellite networks in mind.
Our design goals of RWBP are to: 1) achieve high
utilization of the satellite link; 2) improve fairness among
competing connections; 3) reduce response time of short
transfers such as web browsing; 4) reduce the return
channel bandwidth requirement without the degradation
of forward channel performance.
A. Congestion Control in RWBP
TCP uses slow start to probe the bandwidth at the
beginning of a connection and uses additive increase and
multiplicative decrease (AIMD) congestion avoidance to
converge to fairness in a distributed manner. RWBP is
based on TCP; however RWBP cancels all the congestion
control algorithms in TCP and uses per-flow queuing,
round robin scheduling [8] and receiver window back-
pressure for congestion control (Figure 2).
Flow control is done between the downstream proxy
and the upstream proxy at the transport layer by using the
receiver window (Figure 2). For each RWBP connection,
the downstream proxy advertises a receiver window
based on the available buffer space for that connection
just as in TCP. RWBP does not use Window scaling
to advertise large windows to upstream proxy because
large window scale factor can produce inaccurate values.
In RWBP, the 16-bit receiver window field is still used
but its unit is maximum segment size rather than byte.
Similarly flow control is also done between the satellite
gateway and the upstream proxy at the link layer (Figure
2). The low priority queue at the satellite gateway
advertises a receiver window to the upstream proxy so
that the low priority queue will not overflow.
In addition, flow control is done between the transport
layer and the IP layer, and between the IP and the link
layer. At the upstream proxy, a round-robin scheduler
can send a packet for a RWBP connection only if the
available advertised receiver window is greater than one
and there is at least one packet buffer space available at
the IP output queue. When there is no packets can be
sent or the available advertised receiver window is zero,
the scheduler goes on to serve the next connection. When
the IP layer output queue sends packets to the link layer,
it has to make sure that the link layer queue is not going
to be overflowed. This allows the link layer congestion
backpressure to propagate to IP layer and then to trans-
port layer. Inside the transport layer, when packets are
moved from upstream connection receive buffer to the
downstream send buffer, a blocking write is performed
so that the send buffer will not overflow. This way the
congestion is back pressured to the receive buffer of the
upstream connection and a smaller receive window is
going to be sent to the source. Finally the congestion
is back pressured to the source. When the traffic load
decreases, the buffers begin to be emptied faster and
larger advertised receiver windows are sent to the sources
so the sources can speed up. If some connections are
bottlenecked upstream or are idle because the application
layers do not have data to send, the scheduler can send
packets from other connections and high satellite link
efficiency can be achieved. The round-robin scheduler
does not take into account the packet sizes. Connections
with larger packet sizes can get more bandwidth than
those with smaller packet sizes. This problem can be
solved by a more sophisticated scheduler and is left as
future work.
The above flow control scheme can guarantee that
there is no buffer overflow in the downstream proxy
queues, in the upstream proxy queues or in the low
priority queue at the satellite gateway. Therefore if there
is a packet loss at downstream proxy, it must be due
to satellite link corruption rather than due to buffer
overflow. Therefore RWBP decouples error control from
congestion control.
B. Error Control in RWBP
TCP depends on duplicate acknowledgements and
timer for error control. Because out of order packet
arrivals are possible in the wide area networks, the fast
retransmit algorithm is triggered after three rather than
one or two duplicate acknowledgements are received.
The high bit error rate of the satellite link can cause
multiple packet losses in one window and may lead
to timeout. Furthermore the loss probability over the
satellite link is determined by the bit error rate and packet
size, so the retransmission packets can be corrupted as
probable as original packets when the error rate is high
[17]. When the retransmitted packets are lost, timer could
be the only means for error recovery in TCP. However,
the timeout value is usually set much larger than the
round trip delay to make sure the original packet does
leave the networks to avoid false retransmission. The
conservative loss detection and recovery schemes in TCP
are not effective in satellite networks.
In RWBP, we explore the specific characteristics of
the satellite networks. Firstly, because RWBP conges-
tion control can eliminate packet losses due to buffer
overflow, any loss must be caused by the link layer
corruption. So the error control scheme can operate inde-
pendently with the congestion control scheme. Secondly,
the satellite link is a FIFO channel and out of order
packet arrivals are impossible. RWBP error control algo-
rithms explore the in order packet delivery characteristic
for error detection and use selective acknowledgement
(SACK) for error recovery.
All data packets including retransmission packets of
a RWBP connection are sorted in their transmission
order. RWBP sender keeps track of the right edge
packet in sequence space of all acknowledged packets,
i.e. cumulatively or selectively acknowledged packets.
Whenever an acknowledgment packet is received, RWBP
sender compares in sequence space the right edge packet
acknowledged in the current ACK with that in the
previous ACK. If the sequence number does not advance,
RWBP error control algorithm does nothing. Whenever
the sequence number advances, RWBP error recovery
scheme is triggered. The first match of the current right
edge packet in the sorted list must have arrived at the
RWBP receiver. If a packet before the right edge packet
in the sorted list is neither cumulatively acknowledged
nor selectively acknowledged, RWBP assumes that the
packet is lost and retransmits it. From the following
example and the simulation results in section IV, we will
see RWBP can recover not only the first time losses but
also the retransmission losses very effectively. Timer is
still used as the last resort for loss recovery. After timer
expires, two copies of the lost packet are sent to increase
redundancy.
Figure 3 gives an example of RWBP error control
scheme. On the left of Figure 3, in sequence packets
are not drawn and only out of order packets are drawn.
Initially the right edge packet is set to packet 0. Packet
1, 2, ..., 6 are sent to the RWBP receiver. Packet 2
and packet 4 are corrupted. The receiver acknowledges
packet 1, 3, 5 and 6. The sender compares the right edge
packet 6 in the ACK to the initial right edge packet 0.
The right edge packet advances in sequence space. And
the sender checks the sorted list and finds out packet 1,
2, 3, 4 and 5 are sent before packet 6. Only packet 1,
3 and 5 are acknowledged, packet 2 and 4 should be
lost. Packet 2 and packet 4 are retransmitted before new
packet 7, 8, 9 and 10. Packet 2 arrives at the receiver
successfully; however packet 4 is corrupted again. The
receiver cumulatively acknowledges up to packet 3 and
selectively acknowledges packet 7 to packet 10. The right
edge packet advances in the sequence space from packet
1 2 3 4 5 6
16 20 21 22 23 24
4 12 16 17 18 19
4 11 12 13 14 15
2 4 7 8 9 10
3 5 6
5 6 7 8 9 10
11 13 14 155 6 7 8 9 10
17 18 19
RWBP sender send buffer
RWBP receiver reorder buffer
CACK 1,SACK 3,5,6,RE 6
CACK 3,SACK 7,8,9,10,RE 10
CACK 3,SACK 11,13,14,15,RE 15
CACK 15,SACK 17,18,19,RE 19
Fig. 3. Error control in RWBP. CACK : Cumulatively acknowledged; SACK : Selectively acknowledged; RE : Right edge
6 to packet 10. The sender checks the sorted list and finds
out packet 4 is transmitted before packet 10. However
packet 4 has not been acknowledged, therefore packet
4 should be lost again. Packet 4 is retransmitted again.
The above procedure keeps on going until the sender
finishes its transfer. It is not difficult to see from this
example that RWBP can not only recover effectively the
first time losses such as packet 2 and packet 12, but also
the higher order packet losses such as packet 4, which
has been corrupted three times.
When a packet is received correctly by the RWBP
receiver but all the acknowledgments for it are lost,
RWBP could retransmit this packet unnecessarily. In
RWBP, one acknowledgement can carry up to four
SACK blocks. As long as the acknowledgements are not
sent very infrequently, this event should be rare.
C. Buffer Allocation and Management in RWBP
The buffer sizes allocated to each connection at the
upstream and downstream proxies have a direct impact
on the end-to-end throughput. Firstly, assume that there
is only one end-to-end transfer in the system. The
satellite link is error free and its bandwidth is SatBW.
At the upstream proxy, the size of the TCP receive
buffer is RecvBuf and the size of the RWBP send buffer
is SndBuf. The round trip time of the satellite RWBP
connection is SatRTT and the round trip time of the ter-
restrial TCP connection is TerrRTT. Then the maximum
achievable throughput of the end-to-end transfer is MIN
(SatBW, SndBuf/SatRTT, RecvBuf/TerrRTT). From this
formula, we can see that SndBuf or RecvBuf can become
the bottleneck of the end-to-end performance if it is less
than the bandwidth delay product of its corresponding
connection. However if the buffer size is greater than the
bandwidth delay product, the satellite link becomes the
bottleneck and packets could be backlogged at the proxy.
The same analysis applies to the downstream proxy.
When there are multiple connections in the system, the
bandwidth available to each connection depends on the
number of connections and their activities. One possible
buffer allocation scheme is adaptive buffer sharing [8]
which dynamically allocates a buffer pool to all the
connections based on their bandwidth usage. While this
scheme can dramatically decrease the buffer require-
ment, it is complex to be implemented. In RWBP, each
connection is assigned a static peak rate and the buffer
size is set to the peak rate delay product (PRDP).
When the satellite link is error free, the buffer sizes
allocated above are enough to achieve the target peak
rate. However when the satellite link is not error free,
changes need to be made at both the downstream and
the upstream proxies.
When a packet is corrupted, the downstream proxy
has to buffer the out of order packets because RWBP
receiver only forwards in sequence packets. For example,
in Figure 3 the in sequence packet 1 is forwarded while
the out of order packets 3, 5, and 6 are kept in the receive
buffer. In order to keep the advertised receiver window
open so that the RWBP sender can send new packets
during the error recovery, the downstream proxy needs
a buffer size larger than the peak rate delay product to
achieve the peak rate. If the error rate of the satellite
link is low and corrupted packets can be recovered in
one RTT, receive buffer size about two times of the peak
rate delay product should be provided. If the error rate is
relatively high, retransmissions packets can be corrupted.
Our simulation results in section IV show that receive
buffer size should be about three to four times of the
peak rate delay product to maintain high satellite link
utilization.
For the upstream proxy, the buffer management in
RWBP is different from that in TCP SACK [14]. In
TCP SACK, only packets cumulatively acknowledged
are released from the send buffer. Packets selectively
acknowledged are still kept in the send buffer because
the TCP receiver may renege and discard the SACKed
packets when it runs out of receive buffer. For exam-
ple, in Figure 3 cumulatively acknowledged packet 1
is released from the send buffer, however selectively
acknowledged packet 3, 5 and 6 are still kept in the
TCP send buffer. The buffer occupied by these SACKed
packets can cause the upstream proxy to advertise a
smaller window to the source. This will slow down or
even stall the source. After the error is recovered, the
cumulative acknowledgement may clear a large number
of packets from the proxy send buffer. The upstream
proxy could run out of packets to send and it has to
wait for new packets to arrive from the source. Therefore
the terrestrial TCP connection could cause starvation of
the upstream proxy queue. In RWBP, the receiver never
reneges and the sender does not clear the SACK state
information after timeout. So the SACKed packets can
be released from the send buffer. Thus only those packets
actually corrupted over the satellite link are still kept
in the buffer. For example, in Figure 3, successfully
received packet 3, 5 and 6 are released from the buffer
and only the lost packet 2 and 4 are still buffered.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of RWBP
with OPNET. The metrics we are interested in are return
channel bandwidth requirement, end-to-end throughput
and fairness for bulk transfers, response time for short
transfers and satellite link utilization when there is high
priority traffic as well as TCP traffic.
A. Return Channel Bandwidth and Proxy Buffer Size
Requirement
In order to achieve high throughput in the forward
channel, we need to find out the return channel band-
width and proxy buffer size requirements. If the require-
ments are not satisfied, they could become the system
bottlenecks.
In Figure 1, a single transfer in the system is set up
between a client and an Internet server. The satellite
link bandwidth is 600kbps. Server-proxy and proxy-
client link bandwidth is 2Mbps. The RTT of the proxy-
proxy connection is 500ms, the RTT of the server-proxy
connection is 80ms and the RTT of the proxy-client is
10−4 ms. The packet size is 512bytes and the file size
is 3M bytes. The peak rate is set to the satellite link
bandwidth. To get the downstream proxy receive buffer
size requirement, it is set to infinity and all the other
proxy buffer sizes are set to the peak rate delay product.
In RWBP, an acknowledgement is sent when ev-
ery N data packets are received. By changing N, we
can change the acknowledgement frequency. Figure 4
shows that when N increases exponentially i.e. the ACK
frequency decreases exponentially, the return channel
bandwidth usage decreases exponentially. However the
forward channel throughput is very insensitive to the
return channel usage (Figure 5). Only when N increases
up to 16, the forward channel throughput begins to
decrease. This happens because of the following reason.
Although ACKs are not used to clock out data packets
in RWBP, they are still used to clear upstream buffers.
Less frequent ACKs can cause the buffers to be filled
up and to slow down the terrestrial connections. When
N equals 8, the forward channel throughput is very close
to that achieved when N equals 1. Therefore we set N
to 8 in RWBP. In TCP, one ACK is sent every two data
packets are received. So RWBP can reduce the return
channel bandwidth requirement to one quarter of that in
TCP without sacrificing the forward channel throughput.
Figure 6 shows the reorder buffer sizes at the down-
stream proxy for bit error rate equals 10−6 and 10−5.
For both cases, one acknowledgement is sent when every
eight data packets are received. For BER equals 10−6,
































Fig. 4. Return channel usages for different acknowledgement
frequency in RWBP





























Fig. 5. Forward channel throughputs for different acknowledgement
frequency in RWBP
occasionally there is about one peak rate delay product
(PRDP) of packets in the reorder buffer (upper plot in
Figure 6). This means that the errors can be recovered
in one RTT. However when the error rate is increased to
10−5, retransmissions can be lost too. The lower plot
in Figure 6 shows that retransmissions could be lost
twice because sometimes there are about three PRDP
of packets in the reorder buffer. Therefore in order to
achieve high forward channel throughput, downstream
proxy receive buffer size larger than PRDP is needed
so that the advertised window can remain open and the
upstream proxy can continue to send new packets during
error recovery. For low bit error rate, buffer size about
two times of the PRDP is needed. While for high bit
error rate, buffer size about four times of PRDP is needed
(Figure 6).
















































Fig. 6. Reorder buffer size for BER = 10−6 and BER = 10−5
B. End-to-end Throughput and Fairness for Bulk Trans-
fers
In Figure 1, fifteen clients download large files
from fifteen Internet servers. The satellite bandwidth is
9Mbps. The link bandwidth from each server to the
upstream proxy is 2Mbps. The link bandwidth from
downstream proxy to each client is also 2Mbps. The
RTTs for all the fifteen proxy-proxy connections are
500ms. The RTTs of the fifteen proxy-client connections
are all set to 10−4ms. The RTT of the server-proxy
connection corresponding to end-to-end transfer i is
(10*i-8)ms. Therefore the end-to-end round trip time
for transfer i is 500.1 +(10*i-8)ms, i.e. in the range
[502.1ms, 642.1ms]. The peak rate is set to 1.2Mbps.
The downstream proxy receive buffer size is set to two
times peak rate delay product(PRDP) and all the other
proxy buffer sizes are set to one PRDP. The satellite
gateway buffer size is set to the satellite bandwidth delay
product.
1) End-to-end throughput: In Figure 7, we compare
the end-to-end aggregate throughput of RWBP and TCP
SACK for different bit error rates when they are used
for the proxy-proxy connections. All the terrestrial con-
nections use TCP Reno. The simulation time is 1000
seconds.
When the bit error rate is very low, both schemes
can achieve very high throughput. For TCP SACK when
the bit error rate increases up to 10−6, the link layer
corruption causes the upstream proxy TCP to drop its
congestion window and leads to degraded performance.
When the loss rate is increased further to 10−5, the
retransmitted packets can get lost again and TCP SACK
may have to wait for the timeout to recover the losses.
After timeout, the congestion window is set to one




























Fig. 7. Aggregate throughput for different bit error rates in RWBP
and TCP
and TCP enters slow start. Therefore the satellite link
utilization is very low for high loss rate when TCP
is used. In RWBP, the congestion control is decoupled
from the error control. Because the upstream proxy can
schedule new packets to be sent during error recovery
and RWBP error control can recover effectively first time
as well as higher order losses, RWBP can achieve higher
throughput for both low and high bit error rates (Figure
7).
2) Fairness: We use the same parameters as in section
B.1. A 6M bytes file is downloaded from Internet server
i to client i. Figure 8 plots the received packet sequence
number growth at the clients for the fifteen transfers.
For BER equals 10−6, the upper plot in figure 8 shows
that the sequence numbers of the fifteen transfers grow
almost at the same rate because they are overlapping with
each other. Therefore data packets arrive at the clients
almost at the same rate and each transfer gets a fair share
of the satellite link bandwidth. When BER increases to
10−5, the sequence numbers still grow at close rates.
For the lowest curve in figure 8, at the beginning of this
transfer, the sequence number grows at a much lower rate
than those of other transfers. The reason is that its errors
cannot be recovered by RWBP error control algorithm
and the upstream proxy has to wait for the timer to
expire. After about 35 seconds, this transfer recovers and
its packets arriving rate becomes close to those of other
transfers.
C. Response Time for Short Transfers
In addition to bulk file transfers, another popular
application is web browsing, which is characterized by
the clients send small requests and the servers reply with
small files. The same network configuration is used as
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Fig. 8. Received sequence number progress at the fifteen clients for
BER = 10−6 and BER = 10−5 in RWBP






































Fig. 9. Response time for short transfers in RWBP and TCP
in section B.1 and the BER is 10−6. All the transfers
between servers and clients are still bulk transfers except
that the bulk transfer between server five and client five
is replaced by short file transfers. Client five randomly
requests small files of fixed size from Internet server five.
Figure 9 shows the average response time for different
file sizes. The average response time is calculated over
1000 samples. RWBP performs better than TCP SACK
for the following reasons. Firstly, RWBP does not need
to go through the slow start phase and packets can be sent
as long as the link is available. Secondly, because RWBP
provides per-flow queuing, packets of short transfers
do not need to wait after packets of bulk transfers in
the FIFO queue at satellite gateway. Therefore, RWBP
isolates short transfers from bulk transfers and decreases
the queuing delay of short transfers.





















































Fig. 10. TCP congestion window size at upstream proxy and the
arrival rate of UDP traffic
D. Satellite Link Utilization with Competing High Pri-
ority Traffic
We use the same network set up as in section B.1.
However only the transfer between server five and client
five is activated. The satellite link bandwidth is set to
600kbps. The peak rate is set to 600kbps. The down-
stream proxy receive buffer size is set to two times
PRDP and all the other proxy buffer sizes are set to one
PRDP. The satellite gateway buffer size for low priority
TCP traffic is 75 packets, which is about the satellite
bandwidth delay product and the buffer size for high
priority UDP traffic is 50 packets. The bit error rate of
the satellite link is set to zero. We compare the satellite
link utilization when RWBP and TCP SACK are used
for the proxy-proxy connection.
TCP transfer starts at the 150th second and a file
of 36 M bytes is sent from server five to client five.
UDP traffic begins at the 240th second and ends at the
960th second. Firstly when only TCP traffic is active,
the upper plot in figure 10 shows that TCP can increase
its congestion window large enough so that the satellite
link bandwidth is fully utilized (upper plot in figure 11).
However after a high priority UDP flow with average
arrival rate 300kbps (lower plot in figure 10) begins,
its dynamic changed traffic demand causes low priority
TCP periodically timeout. After timeout, TCP goes into
the slow start phase. Because of the long propagation
delay of the satellite link, it takes a long time for TCP
to increase its window large enough to fully utilize
the satellite bandwidth. The upper plot in figure 11
shows that the satellite link utilization is low when there
is competing UDP traffic with TCP traffic. However,
RWBP can adapt to the high priority traffic load very
well and the satellite link utilization is kept very high as










































Fig. 11. Satellite link utilization for TCP and RWP with high priority
UDP traffic
shown in the lower plot of figure 11. Because link layer
flow control is used between the satellite gateway and the
upstream proxy, the congestion at the satellite gateway
caused by the increase demand of high priority traffic
is back pressured to the upstream proxy by advertising
a smaller window. Because of this, the increasing rate
of the high priority UDP traffic will not cause RWBP
packets dropped at the satellite gateway. When the traffic
demand of the UDP traffic decreases, a larger window
is advertised to the upstream proxy so that RWBP can
speed up to fill in the left bandwidth.
V. RELATED WORK
TCP Peach [2] is an end-to-end scheme and it has two
new algorithms sudden start and rapid recovery, which
replace the slow start and fast recovery algorithms in
TCP Reno respectively. Essentially TCP Peach has two
logical channels, one is for the data transmission and
another one is for bandwidth probing. TCP Peach uses
low priority dummy segments to probe the bandwidth
in sudden start and rapid recovery. One problem with
TCP Peach is that dummy segments do not carry any
information and they are overhead to the data. Another
problem is that all the routers need to implement some
kind of priority mechanism, which makes it difficult to
deploy.
Satellite transport protocol (STP) [12] adapts an ATM-
based protocol for use as a transport protocol in satellite
data networks. STP uses a modified version of TCP
slow start and congestion avoidance algorithms for its
congestion control. STP can get comparable performance
to TCP SACK in the forward channel with signifi-
cantly less bandwidth requirement in the return channel.
The transmitter sends POLL packets periodically to the
receiver, the receiver sends STAT packet as acknowl-
edgements. The return channel bandwidth requirement
depends mainly on the polling period, not on the forward
channel data transmission rate. Therefore the bandwidth
demand for the return channel decreases dramatically.
Space communication protocol standards-transport
protocol (SCPS-TP) [9] is a set of TCP extensions for
space communications. This protocol adopts the times-
tamps and window scaling options in RFC1323 [13].
It also uses TCP Vegas low-loss congestion avoidance
mechanism. SCPS-TP receiver doesn’t acknowledge ev-
ery data packet. Acknowledgements are sent periodically
based on the RTT. The traffic demand for the return
channel is much lower than that in TCP. However it is
difficult to determine the appropriate acknowledgement
rate. SCPS-TP does not use acknowledgements to clock
out the data and it uses an open-loop rate control
mechanism to meter out data smoothly. SCPS-TP uses
selective negative acknowledgement (SNACK) for error
recovery. SNACK is a negative acknowledgement and
it can specify a large number of holes in a bit-efficient
manner.
VI. CONCLUSION
In order to improve the efficiency of satellite link and
provide effective fairness control, a new protocol RWBP
is proposed. RWBP is designed for the satellite connec-
tions by taking advantage of the specific characteristics
of the satellite network. It uses per-flow queuing, round
robin scheduling and receiver window backpressure for
congestion management. The congestion management
algorithms in RWBP can eliminate buffer overflows
inside the satellite network even when there is high
priority traffic competing with TCP traffic. Therefore any
loss inside the satellite network must be caused by link
layer corruption rather than by buffer overflows. So the
error control in RWBP can operate independently with
its congestion management. The newly designed error
control scheme in RWBP can effectively recover not only
first time losses but also higher order losses. Our results
show that RWBP can improve the performance of both
bulk and short transfers over the GEO satellites.
The error recovery in RWBP is ARQ based. It is
interesting to investigate how an adaptive forward error
correction (FEC) scheme interacts with the ARQ scheme
in RWBP. The return channel bandwidth is managed
by a multiple access control (MAC) protocol. It is also
interesting to investigate the different MAC protocols
and their effect on RWBP or TCP performance.
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